group, we have these groups except SO (2) and O (2) .
I want to express my gratitude to Professors F. Uchida and T. Yoshida who gave me the right suggestions and read this paper carefully. § 0. Preliminaries Let G be a compact Lie group and M a smooth G-manifold. For x£^M, we denote the orbit of x, and the isotropy group at x by G(x) and G x) respectively. If HdG, we write (H) = [KdG ; K is conjugate to H by an inner automorphism of G}, and M H = {x^M; G X =H], Af CH) ={a;eM;G,e(fl)}, and F(H, M) =M H = [xeM;gx = x for V ££E#}.
The maximal orbit type (H) for orbits in M such that Af (H) is open dense in M is called the principal orbit type, and H the principal isotropy group. For a principal orbit P and orbit Q, if dim P> dim Q, Q is called a singular orbit. If dim P = dim Q, but the isotropy group K corresponding to Q is not conjugate to H, Q is called an exceptional orbit. And for the orbit space M*=M/G, let p; M >M* be a natural projection. The normal bundle at x^G(x) has fibre V x = TM x /(TG(x)) x . For each g^G x , the differential of g induces a linear map V x >V X providing a representation G x >GL(V X } called the slice representation. And the following Theorem is given [1] .
Slice Theorem. Some G-invariant open neighbourhood of the zero section of GxV x is equivariantly diffeomorphic to a G-invariant tubular

GX neighbourhood of the orbit G(x) in M by the map [g-, v\ >gv so that the zero section G/G X maps onto the orbit G(x).
In smooth case, we can choose a suitably small closed disk S x in V x called a slice. And it is sufficient to discuss the representation G x >0(n) (n = dim *SJ because M has a G-invariant metric. The representation of each subgroup of SO (3) is the following. For a finite group G x , we considered the representation G z > SO(2) because SO(3) xS x and SO(3)/G* are orientable.
Next, we outline some basic results we need for the proofs of theorems in this paper.
G acts on a locally compact space M, and assume that all orbits of G are equivalent. Let x^M, and let N= {y^M ; G y = G x }. Then N is a locally trivial principal fibre bundle with the group N(G X )/ G X (N(G X ) = the normalizer of G z ). M is an associated fibre bundle
with G/G X as fibre. Let M be a closed, connected, oriented, smooth 5-dim. manifold with smooth SO (3) -action whose principal isotropy group consists of the identity element e. Such manifolds have at most three orbit types, i. e. the principal orbit, exceptional orbit (£0(3);^), and singular orbit (50(3)7-50(2)) with the slice representations 1,5 and 3 respectively. The orbit space M* is a 2-dim. surface, and (M (so (2) JEf B= {singular orbits} CM, the boundary B* is oriented so that it followed by an inward normal coincides with the orientation of M*.
For each boundary component B* 9 p~l(B*} -->B* is an SO(3)/ SO (2) -bundle with the structure group 7V(SO(2))/SO(2)=Z 2 . Let / (or m) be the number of boundary connected components so that p~l(B?) ->Bf is a trivial bundle (or non trivial). Then, M 50 (2) has 2f+m connected components, and B* has f+m connected components. Let a pair (ft, v f .) be the invariant uniquely determined for each exceptional orbit SO(3)/Z^ ( [5] , [10] ). The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 1 (where g is the genus of M*). Proof. A pair (ft, y,.) specifies a cross section on the boundary of the neighbourhood of the orbit SO(3)/Z tt in the way of Raymond ([5] , [6] , [10] ). We give the brief outline here. corresponds to (1, 0, . . . , 0). This completes the proof of Lemma 3-1.
q. e. d.
We define s=0 if a principal Z 2 -bundle over a closed surface is a trivial bundle, and e = l if it is not so.
Let (Af (54) )* = {*?,. . . ,#*} (M^ has r isolated orbits). over dM* is a trivial bundle, and dM* is homologous to U dDf in Mf. »=i Thus r is even because F(A 4 , p~l(8D*)) ->Df is a non-trivial bundle. Therefore, if r is given, then the classification of M is reduced to that of principal Z 2 -bundles over M*. Moreover, it is reduced to Lemma 
Let M be a 5-dim. SO (3) -manifold with the principal isotropy group Z) n (n^>3). Then M has at most three orbit types, i. e. the principal orbit, exceptional orbit (SO(3)/An)? and singular orbit (£0 (3)70(2)) with the slice representations 6-(b) and 4-(b). The orbit space M* is a 2-dim. surface, (M (0(2 )))* becomes the boundary of M*, and (M (D ))* consists of isolated points in M*. 
Proof.
By s Thus ^,-may be considered as the identity map (up to equivalence).
Similarly, the equivariant map may be considered as the identity map when Q,-, P i are non-trivial bundles. From the same argument as §3, it is seen that m must be even, and p is determined by e. Then the lemma is proved.
q. e. d. 
An integer ^ in this theorem, corresponds to the secondary obstruction class for a principal O(2)/-2^-bundle over M*. We will make its details clear in the proof of Lemma 5-1. , g and (/, m) . Also, it is seen m is even in the same way as §3.
Thus M depends on ^ and (/, m).
is not equivalent to
Thus an obstruction element bEiZ is determined by how to attach p/{\] xB* to 50(3) /HxQ, , in the same way as §5-3. 1,1,. .., 1, 1, xy\ l).- (6) (1,1,..., 1, 1, 1, y, *, l)-(7) (1,1,. .., 1, 1,1, ***!)- (8) (1,1,. .., 1,1,1,^,^,1)-(9).
But (4), (5) and (6) are in the same class under some inner automorphisms. Similarly, (7), (8) and (9) are in one class, So, we define the number e to determine M as follows; £ = 0, 1, 2 or 3, if F(D 2 , M) ->M* corresponds to homomorphism (1), (2), (4) or (7) respectively.
Consequently we have The results we mention here are the extension of the work of K. A.
Hudson [2] (where she treats the case of the orbit space being simply connected), and we make use of her idea.
Let x<=M with G X =SO (3) Fig. 7-2) . Then we obtain the following theorem. 
